STRATEGY FOR TRANSFORMATION
TOWARDS ADAPTIVE NEIGHBORHOODS
| Postwar duplex housing neighborhoods | case Roland Holstbuurt

Q uestion
How can post war duplex housing neighborhoods be improved by means phased revitalization?

Principal urban context
How has housing renewal in the Roland Holstbuurt been temporarily split in two for ten years to overcome the post-war housing shortage?

1955 Erection
A house: A time-based strategy, erection of duplex housing neighborhoods. A normal ground bound single family housing neighborhood in which the dwellings where temporarily split in two for ten years to overcome the post-war housing shortage.

2013 Present
No perspective A degeneration cycle. Duplex housing neighborhoods which where not apart are degenerated on building stock and facing social complex issues. Demolishment and renewal plans are postponed till...?

2014 and ongoing
Perspective A regeneration cycle. Duplex housing improved by means of gradual change. Phase improvement of the living enclaves and living environment after which over time the stock can be improved and changed and resident can grow within and identify with these neighborhood.
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Demolishment and renewal plans are postphoned till...

Front- and backfacades duplex housing neighborhoods 2013, Roland Holstbuurt, Cooperatie, Hout Mellink

Front- and backfacades duplex housing neighborhoods 1940-1960, Roland Holstbuurt, Cooperatie, Hout Mellink
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